
Welcome to Amplify Science!

1. Please log in to your Amplify Account. 

2. Sign in using link dropped in chat.

3. In the chat, share your name, grade level, & 

school you teach in.
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Follow the directions below as we wait to begin. 



New York City
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Date xx
Presented by xx

Unit 3: Supporting Diverse Learner Needs
Grade 2 returning teachers



Remote Professional Learning Norms

• Take some time to orient yourself to the platform
• “Where’s the chat box? What are these squares at the top of my 

screen?, where’s the mute button?”

• Mute your microphone to reduce background noise unless 
sharing with the group

• The chat box is available for posting questions or 
responses to during the training

Make sure you have a note-catcher present

• Engage at your comfort level - chat, ask questions, discuss, 
share! 
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Use two windows for today’s webinar

 Window #1

 Window #2



Overarching goals
By the end of this 1-hour workshop, 
you will be able to:
● Identify the embedded supports for 

diverse learner needs within your 
third unit.

● Understand the research-based 
principles that guided the creation 
of these supports & strategies in 
Amplify Science.
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Plan for the day 
●   Framing the day

○ Welcome and introductions
○ Anticipatory activity

● Embedded supports for diverse 
learners
○ Research-based principles

● Analyzing an instructional sequence
○ Diverse learner profiles
○ Disciplinary literacy in science

● Multimodal instruction @home
● Closing

○ Reflection & additional resources
○ Survey



On the Jamboard “post”….

● Your thoughts on this 

prompt: “Who are 

your/our diverse 

learners?

Anticipatory activity



“Diverse learning is not based on race or dependent on a 
deficit model. Students who are considered gifted are also 
diverse learners. All students are diverse and unique, in their 
own right. Let’s agree that diverse learning recognizes that all 
students have unique learning needs and we educators must 
be prepared to provide multiple entry points for all learners to 
access the rigor of the goals and standards.” 

Anonymous Educator
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Who are our Diverse Learners?



Questions?
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Plan for the day 
●   Framing the day

○ Welcome and introductions
○ Anticipatory activity

● Embedded supports for diverse 
learners
○ Research-based principles

● Analyzing an instructional sequence
○ Diverse learner profiles
○ Disciplinary literacy in science

● Multimodal instruction @home
● Closing

○ Reflection & additional resources
○ Survey



The Amplify Science 
curriculum was 
developed with 
supporting diverse 
learning needs in 
mind.  
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Two overarching 
conceptual frameworks 
informed Amplify 
Science’s approach to 
ensuring access and 
equity for all students: 

Universal Design for 
Learning & Culturally  
Linguistically Responsive 
Teaching.



Universal Design for Learning
Universal Design for Learning (UDL) is a research-based 
framework for improving student learning experiences and 
outcomes by focusing on careful instructional planning 
to meet the varied needs of students. UDL is NOT a 
special-education initiative. Through the UDL framework, 
the needs of ALL learners are considered and planned for 
at the point of first teaching, thereby reducing the need to 
reteach concepts. 
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Access and Equity
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Virtual round robin: Give an 
instructional strategy from each 

category that you’ve used in your 
classroom.

http://www.cast.org/

http://www.cast.org/


Culturally and linguistically responsive 
teaching
Culturally and linguistically 
responsive teaching (CLRT) 
principles emphasize 
validating and valuing 
students’ cultural and 
linguistic heritage and 
creating positive and 
nurturing learning 
environments so that learning 
is more effective. 
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Access and Equity



Culturally and linguistically responsive teaching
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Access and Equity

Think, type, chat: What have you leveraged 
from the Amplify curriculum to support culturally 

and linguistically responsive teaching?



Differentiation strategies to support ALL students
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Diverse learner needs
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● In pairs, choose a student 
population.

● Jot down strategies you’ve 
read about from the Program 
Guide & those from your own 
practice.



Questions?
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Plan for the day 
●   Framing the day

○ Welcome and introductions
○ Anticipatory activity

● Embedded supports for diverse 
learners
○ Research-based principles

● Analyzing an instructional sequence
○ Diverse learner profiles
○ Disciplinary literacy in science

● Multimodal instruction @home
● Closing

○ Reflection & additional resources
○ Survey



Sample student profiles  
Learner A: Enjoys science and math. Loves to tell stories about her many travels and enjoys figuring 
out phenomena presented. While she finds verbal explanations to be sufficient, she does not find it 
necessary to elaborate on her ideas through written explanation or written argument. She often shuts 
down when pushed to provide supporting details in writing.

Learner B: Enjoys reading and writing. When provided a written assignment, he is anxious to provide 
lengthy written and verbal explanations. Although, this learner enjoys reading, writing and speaking he 
is challenged by sentence structure, spelling and staying on topic. 

Learner C: This new student enjoys expressing himself through art and drawings. He is not a strong 
reader, yet, as English is his second language. This student has strong comprehension skills and has 
adapted to using the classroom artifacts to help him construct written explanations.

Learner D: Enjoys solving critical thinking problems and has rich science vocabulary. She works best 
when provided independent tasks and does not work well in collaborative group settings. She relies on 
step by step teacher validation and is not likely to complete a task without making sure her answer 
affirmed by an adult in the room.
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As you experience 
model activity:

● Choose a learner 
profile.

● Reflect on what this 
student may be 
challenged by.
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Partner Reading
Activity 3

25 MINLesson 1.1: Pre-Unit Assessment
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Today we’ll read this 
book to learn more about 
landforms. 

This will help us as we 
investigate the cliff 
landform near the 
recreation center.

Activity 3Lesson 1.1: Pre-Unit Assessment
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Chapter 1 Question

How did the edge of the cliff get to be so close to 
the flagpole?

Activity 3Lesson 1.1: Pre-Unit Assessment
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Partner Reading Guidelines

1.  Sit next to your partner and place the book between you.

2.  Take turns reading.

3.  Read in a quiet voice.

4.  Be respectful and polite to your partner.

5.  Ask your partner for help if you need it. Work together to make sure 
     you both understand what you read.

Activity 3Lesson 1.1: Pre-Unit Assessment
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Turn to page 3 in Landform Postcards. Let’s 
review the Contents.

Are any of these 
landforms familiar? 

Have you visited or seen 
pictures of any of them?

Activity 3Lesson 1.1: Pre-Unit Assessment
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Activity 3Lesson 1.1: Pre-Unit Assessment
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Annie’s grandpa thinks it would be fun 
for her to observe landforms.

What do you think it 
means to observe 
something?

Activity 3Lesson 1.1: Pre-Unit Assessment
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Read the rest of 
the book.

Activity 3Lesson 1.1: Pre-Unit Assessment
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Turn back to page 4 in your books.

Let’s read the first 
paragraph and talk about 
the meaning of the 
word landform.

Activity 3Lesson 1.1: Pre-Unit Assessment
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Vocabulary

landform

Activity 3Lesson 1.1: Pre-Unit Assessment

a feature of Earth’s surface, 
such as a mountain, a cliff, or a valley
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Based on what you read about landforms, 
do you have any new ideas about how the 
edge of the cliff got to be so close to the 
flagpole?

Activity 3Lesson 1.1: Pre-Unit Assessment
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End of model activity
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Differentiation in Amplify Science 
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Differentiation briefs
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● Embedded supports for diverse learners
● Potential challenges in this lesson
● Specific differentiation strategies for English learners 
● Specific differentiation strategies for students who 

need more support 
● Specific differentiation strategies for students who 

need more challenge



Reflection part 1:

● Navigate to the model 
lesson activity. 

● Review the differentiation 
brief and jot down notes on 
the note-catcher  to 
describe the supports you 
think would would best 
support your diverse 
learner.
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A disciplinary literacy approach to 
learning science 
In the Amplify Science program, students learn to read, write, 
and speak as scientists do as they acquire facility with the 
academic language and vocabulary of science. Through the 
seamless integration of science and literacy instruction, 
students also learn that reading, writing, and talking are 
essential practices of science, and that all scientists use these 
practices to gather information, communicate claims, leverage 
evidence, draw conclusions from data, and share their ideas 
through oral and written explanations and arguments.
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Reflection part 2: 

How did language & literacy 
help students in developing 
scientific understanding in 
the model activity?
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Questions?
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Plan for the day 
●   Framing the day

○ Welcome and introductions
○ Anticipatory activity

● Embedded supports for diverse 
learners
○ Research-based principles

● Analyzing an instructional sequence
○ Diverse learner profiles
○ Disciplinary literacy in science

● Multimodal instruction @home
● Closing

○ Reflection & additional resources
○ Survey



AmplifyScience@Home
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A suite of resources 
designed to make 
extended remote and 
hybrid learning easier for 
teachers and students. 



Temperature Check
Rate your comfort level accessing and navigating the Amplify 
Science @Home Resources

1 = Extremely Uncomfortable

2 = Uncomfortable

3 = Mild

4 = Comfortable

5 = Extremely Comfortable 



Step 1 Step 2

Step 3 (choose 
your grade)

Step 4 (scroll 
down and choose 
your unit)



Amplify Science approach
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Multimodal learning
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Gathering evidence from different sources

Do

Talk
Read

Write Visualize

Science Concept

✎

_____
_____
_____

_



@Home units diverse learner supports  
The multimodal approach
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● Preserves a coherent 

instructional build

● Retains a multi-modal & 

3-D learning approach

● Adapted versions of doing, 

talking, reading, and 

writing



Questions?
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1- I’m not sure 
how I’m going 
to do this!

5- I have a 
solid plan for 
how to make 
this work!

3- I have some 
good ideas but 
still have some 
questions.

Revisiting our objectives 
Do you feel ready to…

● Identify the embedded supports for diverse learner needs 
within your third unit.

● Understand the research-based principles that guided the 
creation of these supports & strategies in Amplify Science.



New York City Resources Site
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https://amplify.com/amplify-science-nyc-doe-resources/

Site Resources 
● Login information
● Pacing guides
● Getting started guide
● NYC Companion Lessons
● Resources from PD sessions
● And much more!

https://amplify.com/amplify-science-nyc-doe-resources/


Amplify Science Program Hub
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A hub for Amplify Science resources

● Videos and resources to 
continue getting ready to teach

● Amplify@Home resources

● Keep checking back for updates



Additional Amplify resources
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Program Guide
Glean additional insight into the 
program’s structure, intent, philosophies, 
supports, and flexibility. 
https://my.amplify.com/programguide/co
ntent/national/welcome/science/

Amplify Help
Find lots of advice and answers from the 
Amplify team. 
my.amplify.com/help

https://my.amplify.com/programguide/content/national/welcome/science/
https://my.amplify.com/programguide/content/national/welcome/science/


Additional Amplify Support
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Customer Care
Seek information specific to 
enrollment and rosters, technical 
support, materials and kits, and 
teaching support, weekdays 
7AM-7PM EST.

When contacting the customer care 
team:

● Identify yourself as an Amplify Science 
user.

● Note the unit you are teaching.
● Note the type of device you are using 

(Chromebook, iPad, Windows, laptop).
● Note the web browser you are using 

(Chrome or Safari).
● Include a screenshot of the problem, if 

possible.
● Copy your district or site IT  contact on 

emails.

scihelp@amplify.com

800-823-1969

Amplify Chat



Final Questions?



Please provide us feedback!

URL:  https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/BY56SBR

Presenter name: XXX
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https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/BY56SBR


30 minute open office hours  
to follow...
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